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Abstra t. This paper des ribes the vision system that was developed
for the RoboCup F180 team FU-Fighters.
The system analyzes the video stream aptured from a amera mounted
above the eld. It lo alizes the robots and the ball predi ting their positions in the next video frame and pro essing only small windows around
the predi ted positions. Several me hanisms were implemented to make
this tra king robust. First, the size of the sear h windows is adjusted
dynami ally. Next, the quality of the dete ted obje ts is evaluated, and
further analysis is arried out until it is satisfying. The system not only
tra ks the position of the obje ts, but also adapts their olors and sizes.
If tra king fails, e.g. due to o lusions, we start a global sear h module
that lo alizes the lost obje ts again. The pixel oordinates of the obje ts
found are mapped to a Cartesian oordinate system using a non-linear
transformation that takes into a ount the distortions of the amera. To
make tra king more robust against inhomogeneous lighting, we modeled
the appearan e of olors in dependen e of the lo ation using olor grids.
Finally, we added a module for automati identi ation of our robots.
The system analyzes 30 frames per se ond on a standard PC, ausing
only light omputational load in almost all situations.

1 Introdu tion
In the RoboCup Small-Size (F180) league, ve robots on ea h team play so er
on a green eld marked with white lines. The ball is orange and the robots, as
well as the goals, are marked either yellow or blue. In addition to the yellow
or blue team marker (a ping-pong ball entered on top of the robot), further
markers are allowed, as long as they have di erent olors (refer to [6℄ for more
details).
The robots are ontrolled by an external omputer onne ted to a amera
mounted above the eld, su h that the entire eld is visible, as shown in Figure 1.
The task of the vision system is to ompute the positions and orientations of the
robots, as well as the position of the ball. The behavior ontrol software uses this
information to operate the robots, relying on visual feedba k. Sin e the robots
and the ball move qui kly and vision is usually the only input for behavior
ontrol, a fast and reliable omputer vision system is essential for su essful
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Fig. 1. A typi al amera image, showing the eld with shadows at the walls and re e tions in the enter. The linear ball predi tion and a variable sear h window are shown
too. The robots are marked with three olored dots.

play. Further information about the overall system and the hierar hi al rea tive
ontrol of the F180 team FU-Fighters an be found in [1℄ and [2℄.
Appropriate oloring of the interesting obje ts partially simpli es the vision
problem, but does not make it simple. There are several problems. First, the
interesting obje ts are not always visible. The ball an be o luded, due to
the entral amera mount and verti al sides of robots. Also, the robots an be
o luded by people that move them manually, e.g. to pla e them at their ki ko
positions.
Inhomogeneous lighting is also problemati . There are shadows from the
robots, the walls, and the referee, as well as highlights from the spot lighting.
These onditions are far from a homogeneous di use lighting that would give
the obje ts a onstant appearan e.
The vision problem is also ompli ated by the unde ned ba kground next
to the eld and the variability of the robots markers. All olors are allowed for
the markers, as long as they are di erent from the reserved ones, and also the
number and form of the markers hanges from team to team. The vision system
must be able to adapt qui kly to the di erent markers of the opponents.
The non-linearity of the ameras wide angle opti al system has also to be
taken into a ount. The straight walls of the eld appear to be onvex in the
aptured image. One has also to orre t for the height of the obje ts when
mapping them to a 2D standard oordinate system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion, we
des ribe the robust tra king method, we developed. Then, we explain the nonlinear oordinate transformation used. Se tion 4 presents improvements that we
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in orporated into the system prior the Melbourne ompetition: (a) the olor map
approa h that models the appearan e of olors dependent on the position; and
(b) automati identi ation of our robots.

2 Robust Tra king
The input for our vision system onsists of an analog video stream produ ed
by an NTSC S-Video amera mounted above the eld. We apture the image
using a PCI frame grabber at a resolution of 640480 pixels in RGB format.
The frame rate is 30fps. This produ es an enormous data rate of 26MB/s from
whi h we want to extra t the few bytes relevant to behavior ontrol. We need
to estimate the positions of the ball and the opponent robots, as well as the
positions and orientations of our robots.
The vision system analyzes only those parts of the image ontaining the eld.
The ba kground is ignored. This redu es the data rate, but it would still not be
possible to analyze the entire eld in every frame without using spe ial purpose
hardware.
We therefore de ided to develop a tra king system that predi ts the positions
of the interesting obje ts and analyzes only small windows around them. With
a high probability, the obje ts will be within these small windows and we do not
have to pro ess most parts of the image.
Many other teams at RoboCup'99 relied on spe ial hardware, like FPGAs or
DSPs to pro ess the entire image in real time [3, 4℄.

2.1 Ball and Robot Models
The orange ball, and the blue and yellow team markers appear as olored dots of
about onstant size in the image. The form of these dots is not always ir ular,
sin e moving obje ts are aptured by the amera at di erent positions for different half images. This auses signi ant di eren es between the odd and even
image lines. The lighting and the ball shape of the obje ts produ es highlights
and shadows. However, most of the pixels belonging to an obje t have similar
olors.
We model the ball and the team marker with its position and size, as well as
its olor in HSI spa e. In addition to the team marker, we put two olored dots
on top of our robots, su h that they form a line from the left to the right wheel
(refer to Figure 1 for a top down view). These dots are modeled in the same way
as the ball and the team markers.
The robot model ontains also information about the distan e of the dots
and the orientation of the line. For the tra king of other team's robots we have
further models with only one or two dots. We initialize the models by li king
with the mouse on the dots and we assign an ID to ea h of our robots.
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2.2 Variable Sear h Windows
At any given time, most obje ts move slowly on the eld and only some obje ts
might move fast. This allows to predi t the positions of dots from the di eren e
of the last two positions. We use linear predi tion lipped at the borders of the
eld (see Figure 1). If an obje t moves fast, this predi tion is not very a urate.
Therefore, we need a larger sear h window for this situation. However, if the
obje t stands still, the predi tion will be very good and a small sear h window
suÆ es.
We developed an algorithm for dynami adjustment of the sear h window
sizes. If we nd the dot within its window, we slowly de rease the window's
side length for the next frame. If the sear h is not su essful, we in rease the
size by a fa tor of two and sear h again, as illustrated for the ball in Figure 1.
The size is always limited between a minimal (e.g. 1616) and a maximal value
(e.g. 128128) and the sear hed region is lipped by the re tangle ontaining
the eld. During regular play, the average size of the sear h windows is lose to
the minimal value. Large windows are only ne essary, when obje ts move very
fast (e.g. the ball has been ki ked) or dots annot be segmented (e.g. due to the
lighting or o lusions).
One problem when enlarging the sear h windows for the robot's dots is that
one an nd dots of the same olor that belong to di erent robots. To prevent
this, we use two heuristi s. First, we remove dots of found robots from the image
by \painting" them bla k. Se ond, we enlarge a sear h window only after all dots
have been sear hed for in their small window.

2.3 Color Segmentation
To nd a olored dot in its sear h window, we rst determine the pixel that
has the smallest RGB-distan e to the olor of the dot's model. We assume that
this pixel belongs to the dot and try to segment the remaining pixels from the
ba kground by analyzing a quadrati window with a side length of about twi e
the dot's diameter that is entered at the sele ted pixel.
We use two methods for olor segmentation. The rst method that is illustrated in Figure 2 works in HSI olor spa e [5℄. Sin e we are looking for olorful
dots, we apply a saturation mask and an intensity mask to the window. Only pixels that are saturated and neither too bright nor too dark are analyzed further.
The nal segmentation de ision is done using the hue distan e to the model's
olor. Working in HSI spa e has the advantage that the method is quite insensitive against hanges in intensity. However, it an only be applied to saturated
dots. If the model dot is not saturated or the HSI segmentation fails, we try
to segment the dot in RGB olor spa e. This ba kup method is needed, sin e
some teams might use unsaturated markers, and also sin e saturated markers
may appear as unsaturated dots when viewed in shadow or hot spots. Here, we
use only the RGB-distan e between the pixels olor and the olor of the model.
All pixels of similar olor are segmented as belonging to the dot.
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Segmentation of olored dots in HSI spa e. Shown are (a) the original images, (b) the saturation/intensity masks, ( ) and the segmented pixels, that have been
sele ted using the hue distan e to the model.

Fig. 2.

A quality measure is omputed for the dot from the similarity to its model.
If the size and the olor are similar to the model, then the quality is high. The
dot's position is updated if its quality is high enough and the dot is part of a
valid robot, or if it is the ball. We estimate the position of the dot with sub-pixel
resolution as the average lo ation of the segmented pixels. If the quality is good,
the size and average olor of the dot are adapted slowly, as long as they do not
deviate signi antly from the initial model.
The segmentation does not expli itly take the shape of the dot into a ount.
If enfor es ompa t dots by sear hing many pixels in a small quadrati window.

2.4 Robot Sear h
To nd a robot, all dots that belong to its model are sear hed for. If all dots
an be lo alized, we ompute the robot's quality from the degree of similarity
to its model. We take into a ount the quality of the individual dots and their
geometry, e.g. the distan e between them.
For our robots, where three olinear equidistant olored markers are present,
we he k if the dots found ful ll this geometri onstraint. If only one of the
three dots is not found with suÆ ient quality, we an exploit the redundan y of
our model. From the lo ations of the two dots found, we know where the third
one should be and an he k if it is really there.
We update the model of the robot only if the quality of the robot found is
high enough. The position is adapted faster and more often than the geometry.
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Global sear h for a olor. Shown are the di eren es to the desired olor at three
resolutions. Marked are two dots that have the most similar olors.

Fig. 3.

To prevent the tra king of non-robots, we ount how frequently the quality of
the robot found is low. If the robot is found for a ertain time with low quality,
then it is onsidered lost and a global sear h is performed to nd it again.
If we lose obje ts, we assume that they are still at the position where we saw
them last and signal this to the behavior ontrol. If we lose the ball next to a
robot that is near to the goal line, we assume that this robot o ludes the ball
and update its position together with the robot. This feature proved to be useful
in penalty situations.

2.5 Global Sear h
The global sear h method is needed if robots are lost, e.g. due to o lusions. It
is not needed for the ball, sin e we enlarge its dynami sear h window until it
overs the whole eld.
Global sear h analyzes the entire eld after the found obje ts have been
removed from the image. We sear h for the olors of the dots ontained in the
models of the lost robots and try to ombine them to valid robots.
To redu e pixel noise, we spatially aggregate the olor information as follows.
First, we ompute the distan e of all pixels to the desired olors in RGB olor
spa e. Next, we subsample these distan e maps twi e, taking ea h time the
average of four pixels, as shown in Figure 3. Now, we nd the best positions for
ea h olor, taking into a ount minimal dot distan es. Using the lists of dots
found, we sear h for ombinations of dots that ful ll the geometri al onstraints
of the robot models. This sear h starts with the dots that have the highest
quality. If more than one robot from a team is lost than we assign the found
robots to the models that have the losest positions.
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Eight points parameterize the non-linear oordinate transformation.

We avoid alling the ostly global sear h routine in every frame, sin e this
would redu e the frame rate and would therefore in rease the risk of loosing
further obje ts. It would also add overhead to the rea tion time of the overall
system. Fortunately, the global sear h is needed mostly when the game is interrupted, e.g. for a ki ko . Then, people moving robots by hand ause o lusions
that trigger the global sear h. To avoid this interferen e, the FU-Fighters robots
position themselves for ki ko .
During regular play, the pro essor load aused by the 30Hz omputer vision
is as low as 30% on a Pentium-II-300, leaving enough time for behavior ontrol
and ommuni ation that run on the same ma hine.

3 Coordinate Transformation
All tra king is done in pixel oordinates, but the behavior ontrol needs the
positions of the obje ts in a standard oordinate system. The origin of that
system is lo ated in the middle of the eld and its length orresponds to the
interval [ 1; 1℄. The width of the standard system is hosen su h that the aspe t
ratio of the eld is preserved.
A linear oordinate transformation is not suÆ ient, sin e the amera produ es distortions. We model them for the four quadrants of the eld using eight
positions lo ated at the elds orners and in the middle of the walls (see Figure 4). The entral point is omputed from the interse tion of the two lines
onne ting the wall enters that be ome the axis of the standard system.
In ea h quadrant, we perform a bilinear interpolation between its orners.
We also a ount for the di erent heights of the obje ts by multiplying the trans-
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Fig. 5. Color map for the orange ball with a resolution of 128. The olor is darker
near the walls and brighter in the enter. A hot spot is visible in the middle of the left
half.

formed oordinates with a suitable fa tor. The des ribed transformation models
the non-linearities of the amera suÆ iently.

4 Improvements
4.1 Color Maps
When adapting the olor of individual dots, one assumes that the appearan e of
a olor only depends on the dot itself. This is not orre t, sin e its appearan e
also depends on the possibly inhomogeneous lighting. Therefore, modeling the
inhomogeneities should improve the tra king system.
The idea is to maintain for ea h olor a map that models its appearan e in
dependen e of the lo ation on the eld. We assume that the lighting hanges
slowly with position and use a low-resolution grid (e.g. 128).
We initialize these maps uniformly and edit it at extreme positions, e.g. by
li king at a olored marker when it is in a hot spot or in a shadowed region.
A map for the orange ball might look like the one shown in Figure 5 after
initialization.
When the tra king system is running, we adapt the maps automati ally every
time obje ts have been found. This approa h an ope with slow global hanges
of the lighting as well as lo al inhomogeneities that vary slowly in spa e and
time.
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Fig. 6. Robot identi
ation. Three di erent binary odes are shown, represented by
the bla k and white markers lo ated next to the olored markers.

4.2 Robot Identi ation
When lo alizing our robots they have to be mapped to the behavior pro esses
that ontrol the individual robots. Our rst approa h was to use identi al robot
markers and to maintain the mapping by initializing it manually and tra king
the robots all the time. This works ne, as long as tra king looses less than one
robot at a time. However, when robots are o luded or leave the eld, the danger
of ex hanging two of them is high.
Su h permutations annot be orre ted by the vision system des ribed so far.
Both robots get then the wrong visual feedba k, whi h does not lead to useful
behavior. To deal with this problem, we developed an automati identi ation
module.
Sin e the number of di erent olors is limited, we de ided to use additional
bla k and white markers, arranged in a binary pattern. Three markers are pla ed
next to the three olored dots, as an be seen in Figure 6. To avoid uniform
markers, we use only the six ode words that ontain at least one bla k and at
least one white marker. The resulting ode is similar to the one des ribed in [4℄.
Identi ation is done only after su essful lo alization. We ompute the positions of the markers from the positions of the olored dots and estimate their
intensity using a Gaussian lter that has approximately the size of the markers.
Then, we order the three lter answers. Sin e both bla k and white markers
are present, the brightest response must be white and the darkest one must be
bla k. We only have to de ide if the remaining marker is bla k or white. This
an be done by omparing it to the average of the extreme responses.
Due to interla e problems, we do identi ation only if robots don't move too
fast. We also he k the investigated regions for homogeneity, to make sure that
we are looking at the inside of a marker. Identi ation works reliably even when
lighting hanges. It signi antly redu es the time needed for manual initialization
of the system.

5 Summary
This paper des ribed the tra king of robots and the ball for our RoboCup SmallSize team. We implemented several me hanism that make the system robust and
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fast, su h as dynami sear h windows, global sear h, olor maps and robot identi ation. One important aspe t was the areful design of the robot's markers,
su h that no ombination of the markers from two di erent robots an be seen
as a robot and su h that there is some redundan y, for the ase that one marker
annot be lo alized.
The FU-Fighters used the des ribed tra king system in Amsterdam, where
we won the European Championship 2000 and the improved system during the
RoboCup'2000 ompetition in Melbourne, where we nished se ond, next to Big
Red from Cornell University. The system delivered reliable information even in
situations where other teams failed to lo alize the ball or the robots, e.g. when
the ball was inside the wall's shadow or the referee was proje ting a shadow on
the eld.
In the future, we plan to use a digital amera that an be onne ted to the PC
via an IEEE-1394 link. This amera produ es an un ompressed YUV 4:2:2 image
with 640480 pixels at a rate of 30Hz. The digital link, as well as the progressive
s an should in rease the image quality and therefore simplify interpretation.
We are also investigating the possibility of adding an omni-dire tional amera
to the robots for lo al vision. The image will initially be transferred via a wireless
analog video link to an external PC, where it an be analyzed. We plan to apply
the tra king prin iple to edges, e.g. the ones between the green eld and the
white walls to lo alize the robots. If this an be done with a low omputational
load, it would be possible to implement the lo al omputer vision on a small,
low power on-board omputer, su h as a PDA.
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